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Blockchain for Business 2019: A user-friendly introduction to blockchain technology and its business applicationsPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Your one-stop guide to blockchain technology and its business applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Assimilate blockchain services such as Ethereum and Hyperledger to transform industrial applications
	
			Know in and out of blockchain technology to understand various business use...
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Learn Bitcoin and Blockchain: Understanding blockchain and Bitcoin architecture to build decentralized applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get up and running with the fundamentals of Bitcoin and blockchain

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn quick, effective, and easy ways to master blockchain and Bitcoin
	
			Understand the impact of decentralization and discover ways to tackle it
	
			Explore the future of Bitcoin...
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Unity 2018 Cookbook: Over 160 recipes to take your 2D and 3D game development to the next level, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop quality game components and solve common gameplay problems with various game design patterns

	
		Key Features

		
			Become proficient at traditional 2D and 3D games and VR development
	
			Build amazing interactive interfaces with Unity's UI system
	
			Develop...
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Pro iPhone Development with Swift 4: Design and Manage Top Quality AppsApress, 2018

	
		Acquire and master the information required to take you to the next level beyond basic iPhone development using Swift. 

	
		In this follow up work to the best selling Beginning iPhone Development with Swift, you’ll learn how to improve your apps by managing the performance of your programs using...
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Hands-On Automated Machine Learning: A beginner's guide to building automated machine learning systems using AutoML and PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Automate data and model pipelines for faster machine learning applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Build automated modules for different machine learning components
	
			Understand each component of a machine learning pipeline in depth
	
			Learn to use different open source...
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Deep Learning with TensorFlow: Explore neural networks and build intelligent systems with Python, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Delve into neural networks, implement deep learning algorithms, and explore layers of data abstraction with the help of TensorFlow.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to implement advanced techniques in deep learning with Google's brainchild, TensorFlow
	
			Explore deep neural...
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Hands-On System Programming with Go: Build modern and concurrent applications for Unix and Linux systems using GolangPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Explore the fundamentals of systems programming starting from kernel API and filesystem to network programming and process communications

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to write Unix and Linux system code in Golang v1.12
	
			Perform inter-process communication using pipes, message...
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Numerical Python: Scientific Computing and Data Science Applications with Numpy, SciPy and MatplotlibApress, 2018

	
		Leverage the numerical and mathematical modules in Python and its standard library as well as popular open source numerical Python packages like NumPy, SciPy, FiPy, matplotlib and more. This fully revised edition, updated with the latest details of each package and changes to Jupyter projects, demonstrates how to numerically compute...
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Unity 2018 Augmented Reality Projects: Build four immersive and fun AR applications using ARkit, ARCore, and VuforiaPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create engaging Augmented Reality (AR) applications with Unity 3D that can be experienced with devices such as HoloLens and Daydream

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the principles of AR application development
	
			Work with the most popular sensors used in AR games and applications across...
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Hands-On Design Patterns with React Native: Proven techniques and patterns for efficient native mobile development with JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to write cross platform React Native code by using effective design patterns in the JavaScript world. Get to know industry standard patterns as well as situational patterns. Decouple your application with these set of “Idea patterns”.

	
		Key Features

		
			Mobile development...
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DevOps: Continuous Delivery, Integration, and Deployment with DevOps: Dive into the core DevOps strategiesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the high-in demand core DevOps strategies with powerful DevOps tools such as Ansible, Jenkins, and Chef

	
		Key Features

		
			Get acquainted with methodologies and tools of the DevOps framework
	
			Perform continuous integration, delivery, deployment, and monitoring using...
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Beginning API Development with Node.js: Build highly scalable, developer-friendly APIs for the modern web with JavaScript and Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn everything you need to get up and running with cutting-edge API development using JavaScript and Node.js; ideal for data-intensive real-time applications that run across multiple platforms.

	
		Key Features

		
			Build web APIs from start to finish using JavaScript across the development...
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